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Dear Ms MacNeil
A828 - DUROR - AUCHINDARROCH

JUNCTION

Thank you for your e-mail of 8th June 2010.
When assessing the requirements for a scheme, from simple signing and lining schemes to major
junction improvements, a number of physical and statistical tests are used to justify the viability of the
scheme.
In the case of Auchindarroch junction the first limitation noted is geometry particularly the South radii. It is
clear from visual inspection and previous correspondence that the purchase of additional land would be
required to bring the junction in line with current standards. This will undoubtably increase the overall cost
of the scheme. If land purchase were the only criteria involved it would be unlikely that the scheme would
be progressed.
The second limitation is visibility from the side road looking Southward. Historically there has been some
work done to improve visibility namely cutting back the boundary vegetation of Auchindarroch Cottage.
Looking at the site there would appear to be a post and wire fence to the road side of the vegetation
which would suggest that despite the vegetation the fence itself would be within the visibility splay
anyway. To have the fence and indeed the vegetation removed would be a lengthy process perhaps
again involving the purchase of land from the owner of Auchindarroch Cottage. Sub-standard visibility
splays are not uncommon on the road network, both local and trunk roads, and it would be unusual that
visibility alone would prompt further works.
Probably the most important statistical test by which schemes are assessed is road safety. I note from
our records that there have been no reportable accidents at this junction despite the limitations above.
This suggests the perceived risk is higher than the actual risk of an accident occurring. Visibility
difficulties from the side road are perhaps contributing to the lack of accidents in that more care is taken
when exiting the side road, though other factors may be involved.
As you are aware there has been some work done in the vicinity of the junction. Indeed you point out in
your e-mail of 8th June 2010 that the solid double white lines have been removed through the junction.
This was part of the works John Withers informed you about, before he became ill, and should go some
way to improving road safety at this junction.
I think we all agree that Auchindarroch junction is not the best with regard to geometry and visibility
however, as above, the lack of reportable accidents puts the possibility of an improvement scheme below
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other areas of the network with similar limitations where accidents are a problem. Unfortunately with ever
decreasing budgets this prioritising or risk scoring of schemes, based largely on safety, will only increase.
Please be assured that Transport Scotland in collaboration with Highland Council, who operate and
maintain the side road, will reassess the junction periodically. Should priorities, budgets or at worst
accident statistics change this junction will be re-evaluated accordingly.
I trust the foregoing is sufficient for your needs however should you require any further information please
do not hesitate to contact me again.
Yours sincerely

~~ad
Colin Jack
Area Manager (North)
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